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The following data is given for an economy for the ( fo (37) a 2016 fT T adoraeem fg 1. 

vear 2016. How each of the following transactions would 

3 affect the GDP and why ? 

Rs. 10 lakh is paid as interest on the national debt. 
() 

Ice-cream maker began the year with Rs. 5,000 

(i) qs 3ATSH5T4 THI 34 5,000 
worth of milk in his factory and at the end of 

7T 37 5,500 74 the year he is holding Rs. 5,500 worth of milk. 

(b) Using the quantity theory of money and the Fisher's 

() H YATU fHZIT fHYT Ht 374T 
equation explain in detail how the rate of growth in 

5 money affects the nominal interest rate ? 

Explain whether a new environmental protection law that ()

requires firms to reduce their emissions of pollutants 

(an exogenous event) will shift the short run aggregate 

Supply curve of aggregate demand. What are the policy 

fa options available for the macroeconomist working witn 

the government to minimise effect of these events on 

1 the economy ? Explain using suitable diagram. 

P.T.O. 
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5 
(a) What are the uses of private savings ? 

2 

(37) fAt q 3747 T? 
Suppose a country's quantity of money is Rs. 600 billion 

(6) 
nominal gross domestic product is Rs. 12 trillion and ()Tfsu ua 4I IT 600 faret71 

the reall gross domestic product is Rs. 6 trillion. 

(1 trillion = 1000 billion) II fefraa 1000 fafcra) 

( ( What is the price level and velocity of money in 

this country ? 

(iSuppose the velocity is constant and the 

economy's outpue|by 5 per cent each year. What 

quantity of money and money supply should the 

central bank set next year if it wants to keep the R AHTA TET I ? (I T 

tfq) 
price level stable ? (Calculate money supply in 

(H) IS-LM a 3fsa fa 1 3441 
billions). 2,3 

(c) Using the suitable diagram in Is-LM framework shoW 

the effect of introduction of investment subsidy on the 

level of consumption, income, investment and interest 

rate in an economy. Also, compare the results with other 3 (a), Explain briefly the following concepts (a) 

expansionary fiscal policies. ( Household fixed investmen 1 

P.T.O 
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(i) Monetary neutrality. 

3 M/P= Y [0.4 (r + expected inflation) 

(b) Assume that the demand 
(b) 

for real money balances is T6T HTCfd 3T (Y) = 2000 
represented by the following 

TTa5 () = 4 ATYTA 
M/P=Y [0.4 (r + expected inflation) 

Where; Nominal Income (Y) = Rs. 2000 

( Real interest rate () = 4% 

7H fay 1s fara 

Expected inflation = 6% IS constant in short run 

(0. Calculate seignorage, if the rate of growth of 

nominal money is 15 per cent forever. 

() (it) Calculate the inflation tax when actual inflation 

equals 6 per cent. Is it equal to Seignorage ? 3,2 

( ) Define budget surplus. What does negative budget 
(i) surplus mean ? Explain using suitable diagram. 3 

(i) Explain the effect of increase in government 
(a) If the GDP deflator for the year 2016 is 110 and the A. purchase on budget surplus. 4 

nominal GDP for year 2016 and year 2015 are 5500 and 

3800 respectively, find the rate of growth of real domestic 

3 product keeping 2015 as base year. 

(6) Seignorage is the real revenue from money creation. If 

() HT fyaC6 foy HTT the government chooses a constant rate of nominal 

P.T.O. 
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growth and maintains it forever, what would be 
money 

oe 
(b) A bond promises to pay $1000 in one year. 

its effect on seignorage ? 

() What is the interest rate on the bond if its price 

(c) Graphically explain the derivation of 
ggregate 

demand curve using IS-LM framework. today is $ 500 and $ 800 ? 

3 

What is the relation between the price of the bond 

32 

(i) Explain monetary transmission mechanism. 
4 

and the interest rate ? (3T) f qd 2016 TTY GDP TST 110 a 
2015 7 2016 r IST GDP 54NT: 3800 What do you mean by crowding out ? Explain 

(c) 

3 
using a suitable diagram. 

(i) When the demand for real money balances is less 

responsive to the rate of interest, crowding out 

is more. Explain using suitable diagram. 

() (0 1S-LM a 344T HIHT5 HT 
IS 1000 

fg 

() 5. (a) iat re components of current account of the Balanco 4 500 3CR T 800 TR TI 
of Payment of a country ? P.T.O. 3 
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(c) Assume the following IS-LM model : 

(c) 

C 200 +0.5 Yd 

Yd = Y- Tax 

Tax = 0.2Y 

I = 400 36i 

G 120 

M 200 

6. (a) Explain how each of the following transactions would 

P 2 enter the India's balance of payment accounts. 

L 0.2Y - 8i The Reserve Bank of India sells dollars and buys 

() Calculate the equilibrium level of income and rupee from a Swiss Bank. 

interest rate. Il. Indian resident opens a Swiss Bank account. 3 

i) How much investment will be crowded out if the 6) What is a money multiplier ? Suppose an economy has 

a monetary base of S 10 million. Calculáte money Suppiy government increases its purchases by 120 and 

in the following situations nominal money supply remains unchanged ? 4 

() All the money is held as demand deposits a (37) fAHffen -7 4T A 
banks hold 10 per cent of their deposits as reseiv 

P.T.O. (i) All the money is held as currency. 3,2 
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P 2 

L 0.2Y 8i 

() 

() T 

fT T 533 3HTE T AR (i) TTH 10 fHteTA 3iTR TG5 3|eTR 

() 
(a) How does GDP differ from GNP ? If a country employs 

3791 T413T 51 10 yfayTa fTd 
many foreign workers, which is likely to be higher 

3 GDP or GNP? 

(i) 
What are the social costs of a predictable inflation ? 5 (b) 

(H) ffeT 
Consider a loanable funds market of an economy. The () 

C 200+0.5 Yd following equations describe the economy 

Y = C +G+I Yd = Y - Tax 

Y = 60000 Tax 0.2Y 

G 2000 I = 400 - 36i 

P.T.O. 
G 120 
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T 2000 Y C + G +I 

C 500 +0.5 (Y T) Y = 6000 

I = 2000 - 50r G 2000 

Find the equilibrium rate of interest and national 
T 2000 

savings. C = 500 + 0.5 (Y - T) 

Now suppose the government reduces the taxes 
I = 2000 - 50r 

to 1000. Compute by how much amount do the 

following change disposable income 

consumption, investment and national savings due 
37 

to fall in the tax. 4 

( 37) GDP, GNP fYa *? zf T faczit 

HHTT :GDP GNP ? 

T ? 

8929 15 3,500 
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(c) Answer all questions. Choice is available within each questions. 

(b) (i) For what values ofp does the system of 

equations 

(d Use of simple calculator is permitted. 
px +y + 42= 2; 2x +y +p2 z=2;x - 3z= p 

have a unique, none or infinitely many 

solutionas. 1. Attempt any four irom the parts (a) to (e) in this 
question. 6x4 

px +y +4z = 2; 2x +y + p2z= 2; x - 3z = p 
Prove that any set of k vectors in R" is 

linearly dependent if k > n. 

(a) (i) 

ree R (linearly dependent) aTr 
f k> n. (ii) Replace the vector of constants (2, 2, p) 

in part (i) above by (b, b,, b,) to state a (11 Under what conditions is the lower 

triangular matrix of order nxninvertible?

Prove, for a lower triangular matrix of 

order 3x3, that if the inverse exists, the 

inverse is also a lower triangular matrix. 

necessary and sufficient condition for 

the new system of equations to have 

infinitely many solutions. 
TT a5 37UtT n * n HH5 

eI5 ACE (lower triangular matrix) 

ATGTH4 (invertible) EMI ? RE 

f5 53TST 3x3 MA FTOTIFH5 RT 

fa sfaaa (inverse) T 3ATTT E, 

34 4TT() feri6i HfRT (2, 2, p) 56 

2 3 P.T.O. 
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(c) The 5000 consumers of a product are equally 

divided between brand A and brand B this 
year. However each year 10% of brand A 
consumers of the previous year shift to brand 

Bwhereas 20% of brand B consumers of the 
previous year shift to brand A. The total 
number of consumers remain fixed. Set out 

(d) (i) The plane P is perpendicular to the 

straight line2 Y+4z-3 
3 and 5 

passes through (1,. 5, 7). Find the equation of the plane P. 

eTT (plane) P, raT Y*-z the problem in matrix form to answer the 

following 2 

H q vs 3FE 5 5000 37H}T AS A q 

ais B qHfeTaI ufret ais A f93 as 

72(perpendicular) TT (1, 5, 7) 
J I FTTTT P T HÄT 51TT gI 

yeTTa 10% ais B 7 (ii) If and y are vectors of unit length, 
under what circumstances is the length 20% sis A T a T ËI 34HTFTA T of their difference equal to 2? 

f z-T HRT , 

(i) What is the proportion of brand A 

consumers after 2 years ? (e) (i) How many different matrices of order 2 9 a ais A 34HTHId 25I TT T 3x 3 can be formed that are both 
diagonal and idempotent? 

(1 What was the proportion of brand A 

consumers last year? 
354 3 x 3 fod 7TT-34TT 3T 
I T fea5iyes (diagonal) 
Ei a ESee (idempotent) *T ? T ? 

5 P.T.O. 
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(iil Describe the set of vectors spanned by 
the set of vectors A, B and C, where: State three different necessary and (ii) 

sufficient conditions for concavity of a 
function f(x, y) that is continuously 
differentiable of order 2 and is defined 
on a convex domain. . 

HfT A, B a C, IRT TE Tg (spanned) 

5 iTTA (convex domain) R 4HT9T 
H 2 5 HAT: 7qehcTA (continuously 
differentiable) hT f(x, y) T ATTTiT 
(concavity) a ATT-ATT 3HTTIY5 a 

: B-{2 A ={2 5 
3)l6)ls 

9 8 

12) la)) 
(b) (i) For the surface defined by the 

differentiable function z = F x, show C-0 
loJloJUJ. 

2 Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this 

that the tangent plane at (X, y) 
intersects the Z axis at 

z= PxF. 5x2 question. 

(a) (i) Specify the domain and provide a rough 

sketch of it for the function 
377456ty Ho z = } 

f(x, y=In (9-x*-9y). Also provide a 

rough sketch of the level curve at the 

height 4 (tangent plane) Z 374T 

577 f(x, y = In(9-x*-9y ) 5T TTE 
Z= F 

intersect) 5taT & 
7 P.T.O 6 
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(ii) Draw a sketch of the level curve(s}to (ii) An ant at (1,1) wishes to walk in the 

direction in which the temperature drops 
most rapidly. Write down the unit vector 
in that direction. 

the function f(xy)=+|~ at the 

height 3 cm or m. Is the function 
homothetic? 

3. Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this 

6x2 

or 

question. 

T6 7H4R5 (homothetic) ? 

(a) Given that the function f (x, y) is homogenous (c) The temperature at a point (x, y) on a metal 

of degree p, show that ,y) of (x.y) Xy 
and plate in the X-Y plane is T(x,¥=: 1+x+y Ox oy 

are homogenous of degree p-1. Using this, 
that 

X-Y FTaTÀ TT z5 fa x, y) 
otherwise, or prove 

aTHTT T(x, y)= xy 
1+x+y x, +2xyf+yt, =p(p-1)f (x.y) 

fgTf 5RTH f (x, y) fe p 5I TTTT, 
i) Find the rate of change of temperature 

at (1,1) in the direction (2,-1). f p-1FAT 
oy Ox 

(1,1) T fATT (2,-1) # arq47 uftada a 

xf +2xyf, +y't, =p(p-1)f(x.y) 

9 P.T.O. 8 
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(b) (i) State the implicit function theorer (c) State the definition for a quasi-concave 

function. Use the definition to test whether 
the following three functions are quasi- H 5T TAT (implicit function theorem 
concave: 

(i) f (x) = x* (i) glx) =Vx (i) h x, y) = x y 

(i) The function i(x, y, z, u, v): R R? is ge5 37a HATT (quasi-concave) 7 GRATT 

defined by the system of two equations: 
uyz +2xv -u2 v2- 2 0 ^and xy2 + xzu 

+yv2-3 = 0 , has a solution at (x, y, z, u, 
(if (x) = x (i)g) /x (ii) h (x, y) = x y 

v)=(1, 1, 1, 1, 1). Find the values of the 4. Attempt any three from the parts (a) to (d) in 

this question., 7x3 

endogenous variables u and v when 

x = 1.02, y = 0.99, and z=l. (a) Derive the conditions on a, Bunder which 

5TT f(x, y, z, u, v): R-> R2 T a 
the function f(x,y) = 2x"y", oa, B> Odefined 

. 
on the domain x20, y20 is 

7T-DT Meo: uyz + 2xv -u v2-2 

0; xy2 + xzu +yv2-3 = 0,àqftHTGa 8, qfTHTforFT 577 TT x20, y20 T 
T x, y, z, u, v) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) T* T6 5 

f(x,y)=2x"y', a, B > . 

Tx = 1.02, y = 0.99, a z= 1 ai dT 
(i) Stricthy Concave 

37Tt ari (endogenous variables) ua v 

TT: TTTT (Strictly Concave) 

10 11 P.T.O. 
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(ii) Concave 

(c) Find all stationary points of the function 
H7TT (Concave) 

f (x, y)= x* +y2- 2xy-2x2 +x-y+4 classify 

(ii) Quasi-concave the stationary points as maxima, minima and 

37-3747T (Quasi-Concave) saddle points. 

57 f (x, y) = x* + y2-2xy 2x2 + x-y +4 5 

H RT (stationary points) T7 TI 

3 frg 3 maxima), MfT (minima) 

T fa (saddle points) ar T aig 

(iv) Convex 

3r7T (Convex) I 

(b) State the sufficient conditions for a function 
to possess both a global maxima and a global 
minima in its domain. (d) A point moves on the curve x2 + y2 = 100. At 

what point is its distance from the point 
Find the global extreme points for the 

(x, y) = (10, 8) minimum ? If the constant 

100 in the equation of the curve were to be 
function f (x, y) = x?y3 defined on the set 

x,y)|x2 1, y 22, x +yg 10} . increased by one unit, what is the 

T5 4T TTH aRqe5 3 (global maxima) instantaneous effect on the minimum 

afce AT (global minima) aM g distane. 

ge5 q6 x2 + y2 100 T f RAT EI f 

T r x, y) = (10, 8) ET gå 4 
TH %,y)|x 21, y >22, x +y <10) 7 ofHT9 

TT f (x, y) x*y3 a9a5 ar f (extreme 
points) 51T 25 I (1nstantaneous) THT T 8tTT? 

12 13 P.T.O. 
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5. Attempt any two from the parts (a) to (c) in this 
R2 Tg4 A = {(x, y)| xy210} aB = {(x, 

question. 4x2 
y) 2x + y s 0} ZTRT 4YTT ËI7 HJEqi 

(a) Consider the differential equation 

(i) whether the sets A and B are closed arnd 

=k1 y where k and m are positive dt bounded 

constants. Draw a phase. line to determine FT HYY A B (closed) a ureE 

if the equation possesses a stable 
(bounded) 

equilibrium. (ii) whether the set A nB is convex. 

RT Hgq4 A n B SraT (convex) EI 

3776FTHTT (differential equation) 3 

(c) Show that x(t)=Ce" + is a solution to the 

-y faarr zir T k 7m m dt 
differential equation 

=5x-3. Find the 
dt 

integral curve when x(2) = 1. 

TST x(t)=Ce"+ 
5 ATTT RET (phase line) 3RGT g 

dx 
(b Two sets A and B in n2are defined as 5X-3 U T EI T x(2) = 1 T, 

dt 
A ={(x, y)| xy2 10) and B = {x, y) 2x2 + y s0. HIT 5 (integral curve) 51T aiY 
Draw a sketch of the sets to decide: 

15 3500 
14 
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